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Stnetching exencises are used to incnease the

balance, r'ise as high as possible on the toes
and then lower younself slowly a6{ar as you can
without rolling the foot inwand or outwand until
you feel a stretch in the calf. Hold this position
for 1-2 seconds and then repeat 1O-2O times.
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flexibility of the muscles of the thigh and calf and

of the plantan fascia itself. Tightness in the
muscles of the leg can nesult in dispnoportionate
stress being applied to the plantan fascia during
walking and running, incneasing the risk of

injury. Stnetching exencises fon the

The soleus is the other

plantan

fascia itself can incnease the flexibility of the
fascia and, thus, r'educe the potential for'
damage. Five examples of stnetching exercises
with illustnation follow:
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The gastrocnemius

one of the

is

major muscle in the
calf. To stnetch this
muscre, assume a
position similar to that
fon the gastnocnemius
wall stretch but with
both of the legs bent

rI

[,

and the

majon

muscle, place

ane facing stnaight

youn

ahead and not tunned
out. Gently lean into
Figune 4: Soleus stnetch
the wall and keep your
heels on the floor while bending both knees,
putting a little mone weight on the back leg.
Continue until you feel stnetch in the lowen calf.
Hold the stnetch for 30 seconds and reoeat
2-3 times on each side.
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hands against the wall
and stand with both

feet flat on the floon,
one fbot forwand of
the othen IFigune 2J.

Keep the reanmost
leg stnaight and the

foot pointed
Fiqr:ne p:

war Gasrnocn"n'r,rr
"'''"

srferch

straight

3[t"1d*
without le-1,lorwand
arching lhe

The hamstning is a
majon muscle of the
thigh that runs fnom

oJii#r.#:

weishr on the rorwand
knee, You should feel '"Jfi,il;
a stretch in the mid-calf
of the straight leg. Hold the stretch fon 1O-15
seconds, nelease, and then nepeat 6-8 times.

Reverse the position of the legs and then
stretch the other leg.
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The gastrocnemius can
also be stnetched using
a simple exencise that
can be penformed while
standing on a stair
[Figure 3]. Stand with

Figure 3: Stain r;trr:lch

the ball of the foot on the
edge of a stair and heels
off the step, While
holding the banisten for

buttocks

dnopped [Figure 4).
Make sune youn feet

muscle groups in the
calf. To stnetch this

just below the knee to
the buttocks and lifts

the lowen leg and

bends the knee, lf the
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Figune

5: Hamstnirrg stretch

hamstning is too tight,

the bend in the

knee

during walking and nunning is exaggenated,
which, in turn, nesults in incneased pull on the
heel bone and too much tension in the.plantan
fascia.
To stnetch the hamstring, lie with your. back

flat to the floor with youn eyes focused upwar"d.
Grasp the back of the thigh with both hands and
the leg bent, pull the thigh until it is penpendiculan to the floor and then slowly straighten the
knee [Figure 5]. Repeat the exercise with the
other leg.
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These exercises are designed to stiengthen the
muscles in the foot and ankle that support the
anch of the foot. Strengthening these muscles
will take stness off the plantan fascia. All of

Duning nonmal walking, the
plantan fascia lengthens

and then shortens as the

foot lands, lf the

these exercises are best done banefoot Thnee
examples with illustnations will follow:

plantar
fascia is insufficiently elastic
repetitive lengthening and
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shortening can result in
damage to the fibens of the

Lay a hand towel on an
uncarpeted floon and
place the bane foot on

fascia with

subseouent
inflammation. Exencises that
stretch the plantan fascia
Figure 6: Seal;ed plantar' a611 impnove itS flexibility
fascia stnel,cfr
and help it withstand the
stresses that ane placed on it without damage.
The plantan fascia can be easily stnetched while
sitting. Sit on a chain on on the edge of a bed with
one leg cnossed over the othen [Figune 6J. Place
the fingens of the hand of the same side as the
cnossed leg acnoss the base of the toes and pull
the toes back toward the shin while keeping the
leg steady until stretch is felt in the bottom of the
foot. Fepeat the exencise 5 times fon each foot.
This exencise is particulanly effective when done
befor e taking the first steps of the day and afber
prolonged sitting on inactivity.
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the towel IFigune 8].
Keeping the heel on
the floor, cur l the toes,

pulling the

the toes until it
'lO times with

Figune B: Towel curls

B, TOE WALKING;
With your body enect
and youn hands behind
youn back, walk on youn

toes with the

toes
pointed stnaight ahead
IFigune 9]. As the foot
is placed down, allow

the heel to come

as

high as possible before

a ball. Roll the foot over
the object while maintainagainst it. Continue nolling for 30 -

7: Rolling plantar

ing pnessure
60 seconds, stop, and then nepeat fon a total of
5 times. This stnetch should be oerformed 3
times per day. For pain relief while per.for.ming the
exencise, use a waten bobtle filled with cold water"
ot chill the ball in the nefnigenaton pnion to
penfonming the exencise.

each

foot. As your feet get
stronger, nesistance

can be incneased by placing a soup can on other
weighted object on the end of the towel.

hand cylindrical object such
as a plastic water botLle on
fascia stretclr

is

bunched under the
arch of the foot.
Repeat this procedur e

The nolling stnetch [Figune
7l is anothen simple way to
stnetch the plantar fascia.
To perfonm this exercise,
sit on the edge of a bed
and place youn foot on a
Figune

towel

toward you. Continue
pulling the towel with

pushing off

the

gnound. Taking very

shont steps,
acnoss

Figure 9: Toe walking

the

walk

noom.

Reoeat the exercise
with the toes oointed
outwand 30" and then
with the toes oointed
inward 30'.

